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Please overwrite this text when adding your comments to the authors.

This paper has the potential to be a useful paper for others considering using Evidence Rounds. It highlights (and confirms) several practical issues which people wishing to use evidence rounds will benefit from knowing. However, its major weakness lies in its lack of information about "the intervention" - Evidence Rounds, and the content of the ERs used in this study. The paper suggests that this will be the topic of a later paper (Paper 2?) but as the first paper of a pair the paper currently under review needs to have much more information about the intervention if it is to be helpful in either understanding what an ER is and what enables (or not) ERs to work. Additionally, the abstract draws readers into the paper by suggesting that "Evidence Rounds promoted the implementation of evidence where appropriate" however, I could find scant evidence of this (e.g. related outcomes) in the text and wished for this to be more clearly articulated in the paper.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
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